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1. CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY s 
Item 8*5 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA7.30 and EB15.R72? Documents A8/AFI/L 
and A8/L/WP.Paper l) (continued) 

Rule (26) 27 

Mr ZARE (Chief, Legal Office), Secretary, drew attention to the amendment submitted 
by the Secretariat which read: 

"If the President is unable to perform his functions during or outside a 
session, but before the expiration of the term for which he was elected, he shall 
be replaced by the eldest Vice-President; if the said Vice-President is prevented 
from exercising the function of President, it shall be exercised by the next 
eldest Vice-President." 

The object was to provide an automatic rule for replacement of the President if 
he should be prevented from completing his term of office. However, the Secretariat 
would not press for its adoption, and was prepared to withdraw it» 

In the circumstances, the CHAIRMAN asked' the members to approve the text of the 
Rule as amended by the Executive Board at its fifteenth session. 

Rule (26) 27 was approved as amended by the Executive Board. 

Rule (27) 28 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the United States delegation had suggested deletion of the 
phrase "if so qualified" from the last text submitted by the Executive Board. As the 
delegate of AUSTRALIA, he approved that deletion,. 

Mr PILLAI (India) and Dr EL WAKIL (Egypt) also endorsed deletion of the phrase, 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) had some doubt regarding the advisability of deleting the 
phrase. On the other hand, it was clear from Article 11 of the Constitution that all 
delegates whose credentials had been accepted by the Credentials Committee were fully 
qualified. 



The SECRETARY explained that the Executive Board at its fifteenth session had 
amended the Rule to include the phrase under discussion in order to make clear its 
view that the only "qualified" members of .delegations were delegates or alternates, but 
not advisers. According to Rule 38 of the Board's Rules of Procedure, an adviser had 
no right to vote. 

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) had understood the Board's reasoning to be - and 
it was a strange reasoning indeed - that sometimes, when a delegate became President, 
he was divorced from his delegation. Another delegate was then made chief delegate 
and that person was then qualified to appoint another member of his delegation to 
replace the President» 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that all points of view would be met by deleting the phrase 
"if so qualified", and replacing the phrase "member of his delegation" by "delegate or 
alternate delegate from his delegation"• 

Rule (27) 28. so amended» was approved* 

Rule (31) 32 was approved» 

Rule (32) 33 was approved as amended by the Board» 

Rules (33) 3U to (37) 38 inclusive were approved. 

Rule (38) 39 was approved as amended by the Board» 

New Rule (38) 39 bis 

The CHAIRMAN introduced the new rule proposed by the Secretariat which reads 
"Meetings of main committees or of their subdivisions may be held jointly if 

so required for the examination of any matters Tinder consideration." 



The suggested new rule was based on the experience of the opening days of the 
current Health Assembly, when there was no provision for joint meetings of the main 
committees. 

After a brief exchange of views indicating that the members considered the 
suggested new rule to be superfluous, the SECRETARY withdrew it, 

New Rule (38) 39 bis was withdrawn. 

Rule (39) AO 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) urged the members to accept the text as amended by the 
Executive Board, 

Rule (39) AO was approved as amended by the Board. 

Rules (AO) Л1. (41) ¿2 and (¿2) A3 were approved as amended bythe Executive Boyd at 
its fifteenth session. 

Rule (43) 44 

The SECRETARY pointed out that although the second paragraph, as redrafted by the 
Executive Board at its fifteenth session, duplicated the terms of the resolution of the 
Second World Health Assembly on the question, it served the practical purpose of making 
it unnecessary to consult that resolution. So far as possible, the Rules of Procedure 
should be so comprehensive and specific as to obviate the need to refer to the basic 
documents of the Organization. 

Dr MORENO SALCEDO (Philippines), and Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) and 
Mr AZOUZ (Tunisia) strongly favoured retention of the revised paragraph. 



Rule (A3) LA was approved as amended by the Board» 

Rule L5 was approved. 

Rule ¿6 was approved as amended by the Board. 

Rule ¿7 

The SECRETARY explained that the Executive Board, at its fifteenth session, had 
decided to drop the last part of the Rule on the understanding that, it was covered 
fully by the phrase "in accordance with those arrangements", the "arrangements"in 
question being clearly set forth in the Working Principles Governing the Admisssion 
of Non-Governmental Organization into relations with WHO (Handbook of Basic Documents. 
Sixth Edition, Part 4, XIII, 3, p.119). 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) thought that the clause which had been deleted by the Board 
should be restored for the reason adduced earlier in connexion with Rule (43) 44, 
namely, in order to obviate the need to refer to any of the Organization's basic 
documents. The Rule itself should clearly state the limits of the privileges of 
representatives of non-governmental organizations, namely, that they could only 
participate in the discussions at the invitation of the presiding officer and without 
the right to vote. Restoration of the clause would make the Rule self-contained» 

Dr MORENO SALCEDO (Philippines) pointed out that the phrase "in accordance with 
those arrangements" referred specifically to the limited privileges of the non-
governmental organizations, It should suffice» 

Dr BERNARD (France) would have been satisfied with the Rule as amended by the 
Board, but agreed with the delegate of Pakistan that it would be logical to retain 
the last clause of the original text to avoid the need for cross-reference» 



Dr BERNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) shared that view. 

Mr PILLAI (India) would also prefer to retain the clause in order to enphasize 
that representatives of non- gov emmental organizations could only intervene at the 
invitation of the presiding officer. 

The SECRETARY pointed cut that the clause mentioned only some of the privileges 
of the non-governmental organizations. It should therefore be qualified by the 
insertion of the words "inter alia" (notament) before the word "participate", if the 
Committee decided to restore it« 

Dr BERNARD (France) supported that suggestion. 

Dr KHAI (Viet Nam) would also prefer to retain the clause, but as a separate 
sentence. 

Mr BOTHA (Union of South áfrica) drew attention to the fact that there was an 
inconsistency between the Rule, including the last clause, and the actual arrangements 
between WHO and the non-governmental organizations admitted into relationship with it. 
It should be redrafted with a view to a clearer and more comprehensive explanation of 
all the privileges accorded the non-governmental organizations under those arrangements, 

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) agreed with the delegate of South Africa. According to the 
text adopted by the First World Health Assembly on the principles governing the 
relationship of non-governmental organizations with WHO, reproduced on page 119 of the 
Handbook of Basic Documents. Sixth Edition, representatives of those organizations 
could intervene in the discussions, at the invitation of the presiding officer, only 
to make an expository statement or an additional statement for purposes of clarification. 
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. Kithm—frh* "fililí shcajJxL..duplicaW'the, Health-JLesemblŷ s -texV" if that was the Committee1 s 

wish, or, if the Committee preferred the broader statement in the Executive Board's 

earlier text, it should at least specify that the participation of representatives 

of non-governmental organizations should be in accordance with the arrangements set 

forth in the Health Assembly's text. To that end, the phrase "in accordance with 

those arrangements" should be inserted after "deliberations" in the final clause, if 

it was retained. 

The CHi*IBMAN pointed out that it had certainly not been the intention of the 
Executive Board to alter the arrangements for co-operation with the non-governmental 
organizations. As that principle was clear, the Secretariat should be asked to prepare 
a redraft of the Rule for consideration at the following meeting. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 12.¿0 P.m. 


